
OBD Adapter Harness (2016 and up FJR1300) 

FJR’s prior to 2016 had access to diagnostics (DiAG) via the instrument cluster, but 2016 and up now use On 

Board Diagnostics (OBD).  This normally requires the dealer’s computer, but diagnostic codes can be read using 

an OBD Code Reader.  The dealer’s computer will have additional capabilities, e.g., Service Bulletin 

software/firmware upgrades released by Yamaha, etc. 

You will also need: 

• An OBD2 Code Reader of the desired type, either WiFi or Bluetooth for Android, or one compatible with iOS 

(WiFi).  These are inexpensive and can be ordered on eBay or other sources.  When ordering for iOS, ensure 

it states iOS compatible (WiFi).  If a USB type is desired for a laptop or computer, those are also available. 

• An Application (app) to display to display the diagnostic information sent by the OBD2 Code Reader.  There 

are several apps available, but a simple functional app, Torque Pro (~$5 paid version), is adequate for most 

diagnostics.  Torque Lite (free) is not adequate.  This can be downloaded and installed to your phone or 

tablet, ensure compatibility with Android or iOS.  Other apps may be available.  Download and install the 

app to your phone or tablet. 

 

1. Plug your OBD reader into the OBD adapter harness.  Locate the 4-way OBD connector port stored at the 

rear of the seat tray, and remove the protective cap.  Note, the Red/Green wire is live and powered at all 

times via the Electronic Throttle Valve fuse.  Plug in the adapter harness.  An indicator light will come on in 

the OBD Reader, indicating the unit is now powered.  Also note, leaving the OBD Reader plugged in will 

have a parasitic draw on the battery when Ignition is OFF or ON with engine not running. 

2. Open your phone/tablet’s Connection settings and enable WiFi or Bluetooth to suit the OBD reader.  At 

some point during connection, you may be prompted for a 4 digit password, either 1234 or 0000. 

3. Open the Torque Pro app, and configure the connection type for the OBD Code Reader being used, i.e., 

WiFi or Bluetooth or USB.  Note, initial communication between the Code Reader and your device may take 

some time.  You will need to set the communication type and pair/connect with the OBD Code Reader.  

Scroll clockwise to the Adapter Status icon, and the next screen will show adapter status and type of 

connection.  To change connection type, use the upper right icon, choose Settings, OBD2 Adapter Settings, 

Connection Type.  Enable WiFi or Bluetooth. 

4. Return to Adapter Status Information screen, and if the connection type is not correct, close and restart 

Torque Pro.  Connection type should now be correct, and establish communication with your OBD Reader. 

5. A Vehicle Profile must also be set in the Torque Pro app.  Back to Adapter Status Information screen, 

Settings, Vehicle Profile.  Enter a Name for your vehicle.  Note this can be used with any vehicle having a 16 

pin OBD2 port or with an appropriate adapter harness. 

6. Once connection is established, return to the Torque home screen.  Multiple LED’s should flash on the OBD 

Reader if so equipped.  If you have not already started your vehicle, do so now and tap Realtime 

Information to view various information such as RPM, Throttle Position, Speed, Coolant Temperature, etc.  

Scroll sideways to view additional screens, or a blank screen where you can add or configure screens via 

the bar icon at the bottom left, or reset the screens back to the defaults. 

7. To view fault codes, on the home screen tap the Fault Code icon.  If any show, use the fault code 

descriptions in the Yamaha Service Manual (Sec. 9), repair the condition(s) as necessary and when satisfied, 

you can clear the code.  It is advisable to restart the bike and re-check that no codes returned. 

8. Note, if your device becomes out of range, it may not reconnect without restarting the Torque Pro app. 

 

 



OBD harness and connector in rectangular holder at rear of seat tray: 

 

 
 

 

OBD Reader connected and communicating.  See also RealTime data screenshot with bike running. 

 

 
 



 


